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Learn about the celebration of Kwanzaa with this brightly colored holiday letter book. Children
will go through each letter in the alphabet and learn how it relates to the principles of Kwanzaa.



I is for Imani A Kwanzaa alphabet book I is for Imani A Kwanzaa alphabet song I is for Imani A
kwanzaa song I is for Imani A kwanzaa hut I is for Imani A kwanzaa story I is for Imani A
kwanzaa holiday I is for Imani A kwanzaa celebration I is for Imani a nickname I is for Imani
a hakim I is for Imani a word I is for Imani a girl I is for imani i2 I is for imani perry i is what number
in the alphabet i is for igloo i is for insect i is for ice cream i is for i is for insect craft i is for ice
cream craft i is smart i is what part of speech i is a noun i is equal to i is a pronoun
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Kira, “Great book that focuses on unique cultural aspects. Great olor scheme throughout the
book. Easy pictures for kids to understand the words and traditions that are connected to
Kwanza. This shows what continent Kwanzaa comes from and the flag that is used during
Kwanza and the colors of the flag are used as the color scheme for the book. This is a fun and
easy way to help kids grasp the meaning of this cultural tradition. The pages are nice size and
the simple wording is great for kids. It introduces a lot of words that are commonly used around
the holiday. The pictures are so vibrant and colorful and I love how it shows families that are
celebrating Kwanza.”

Ebook Library user, “alphabet, holiday. What a fun children's book celebrating the rich and
beautiful holiday of Kwanzaa. My children greatly enjoyed learning about the traditions and the
illustrations really captured their attention.”

Jasmine, “Beautiful illustrations. I enjoyed the illustrations which followed the thematic colors. I
would have liked to have seen a summary page showing the days of Kwanzaa for those of us
who are not familiar with the celebration. But overall a lovely, colorful book that conveyed
warmth.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3 people have provided feedback.
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